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Method for Distributed Video Transcoding  

 

TECHNICAL FIELD: 

 

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for distributed video transcoding. Specifically, 

the present invention relates to a method of distributing the source media into number of 

segments to obtain parallel transcoding. Particularly, the transcoded segments of the present 

invention are combined to produce a single transcoded result. 

 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION: 

 

[0002] Transcoding is a common process that converts a source media from one format to 

another.  For example, transcoding the content on a blu-ray disc to MP4 format which is playable 

on a tablet or a smart phone.  This change of format includes one or more changes in video 

compression format, video resolution, video frame rate, video data rate, audio compression 

format, audio sampling rate and audio data rate.  Transcoding is a computation intensive and 

very time-consuming task.  The time for transcoding depends on the data amount and the 

complexity of the compression format.   

[0003] Video Transcoding generally refers to the digital to digital conversion of data. Most of the 

times, transcoding a video is done due to the circumstances such as the target device does not 

support the format that the original data is in, the target device has a reduced capacity such that 

the capacity of the original file will have to be reduced so that it can fit to the new format and In 

order to convert incompatible and obsolete file types into a modern format that is better 

supported by the new device.  The process of video transcoding is normally a two-step process. 
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The first part of the process is decoding. This is whereby the original data is transferred to an 

uncompressed format. The second part of the process is the re-encoding whereby the data will 

now be transferred to the new device in the desired format. 

[0004] Various methods for video transcoding has been devised in art; some of the measures are 

as follows:  

 

[0005] US20110274155 relates to video coding and in particular, but not exclusively, to an 

apparatus, method, and system for distributing video transcoding in a communication network. 

 

[0006] US20130049998 relates to transcoding of files containing digital information with 

plurality of transcoding nodes for transcoding a digital file based on a comparison of a 

transcoding profile for the digital file.  

 

[0007] US9037674 depicts a method of processing information content from a content provider, 

wherein the computer generates a plurality of pre-transcoded files based on the content, having 

respectively different formats and the computer receives a request to send the content to a user, 

and determines a format based on characteristics of the user.  

 

[0008] The present invention overcomes the inadequacies of the prior art by providing a method 

for video transcoding in a distributed manner. 

 

OBJECTS OF THE PRESENT INVENTION:  

 

[0009] One or more of the problems of the conventional prior art may be overcome by various 
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embodiments of the present invention. 

 

[0010] Accordingly, the primary object of the present invention is to provide a method for 

distributed video transcoding. 

 

[0011] One of the objects of the present invention is to provide a method for distributed video 

transcoding using segmentation process. 

 

[0012] It is one object of the present invention, wherein the segmentation process consists of 

three different segmentation methods such as time-division based segmentation, spatial-division 

based segmentation and hybrid segmentation. 

 

[0013] It is further object of the present invention, wherein the segmentation process takes place 

in central processing unit, which comprises of source reception unit, segmentation unit, 

transcoding unit, combining unit and result storage unit. 

 

[0014] It is another object of the present invention, wherein transcoding of segments occur in 

parallel sequence. 

 

[0015] It is yet another object of the present invention, wherein the said transcoded segments are 

combined to produce single transcoded result. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION: 

 

[0016] According to the basic aspect of the present invention there is provided a method for 

distributed video transcoding comprises of: 

 Segmentation process; 

 Transcoding process; 

 Combination process; 

Wherein the said segmentation process comprises of: 

Time division based segmentation; 

Spatial division based segmentation; 

Hybrid segmentation; 

Wherein the said time division based segmentation divides source media atleast in a binary tree 

pattern into a numerous media segments; 

Wherein the said spatial division based segmentation segregates the media frame into numerous 

sub-frames; 

Wherein the said hybrid segmentation distributes the source media by combining the said time-

division based segmentation and the said spatial-Division based segmentation simultaneously; 

Wherein the said segmentation process and the transcoding process occurs in central processing 

unit and simultaneously occur atleast in one child processing unit; 

Wherein the said central processing unit comprises of: 

Source reception unit; 

Segmentation unit; 

Transcoding unit; 

Combining unit; and  

Result storage unit. 
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[0017] It is one aspect of the present invention, wherein the said hybrid segmentation distributes 

the source media using atleast time division based segmentation first and then spatial division 

based segmentation and vice versa.  

 

[0018] It is another aspect of the present invention, wherein the said sub frames are transcoded in 

parallel sequence and combine into a single transcoded output. 

 

[0019] It is yet another aspect of the present invention, wherein the said source reception unit 

receives and stores the said source media from external source, whereas the received source 

media segregate into numerous media segments in a recursive manner in the said segmentation 

unit. 

[0020] It is one aspect of the present invention, wherein a child processing unit is an idle 

processing unit to process a part of the said segregate media segments. 

[0021] It is further aspect of the present invention, wherein atleast a part of the said segregated 

media segment is transcoded to required format in the said transcode unit. 

[0022] It is another aspect of the present invention, wherein atleast a part of the said segregated 

media segment is distributed to the said child processing unit. 

[0023] It is one another aspect of the present invention, wherein atleast one transcoded media 

result from transcoding unit combines with atleast one transcoded media result from child 

processing unit in the said combining unit, whereas the said combined transcoded result is stored 

in result storage unit. 
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 [0024] It is another aspect of the present invention, wherein the said transcoded format includes 

one or more changes in video compression format, video resolution, video frame rate, video data 

rate, audio compression format, audio sampling rate and audio data rate. 

 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS: 

 

[0025] FIG. 1 illustrates the overall view of data flow from the source media to transcoded 

output, according to the present invention. 

[0026] FIG. 2 illustrates the work flow process of time-division based segmentation method, 

according to present the invention. 

[0027] FIG. 3 illustrates the work flow process of spatial-division based segmentation, according 

to present the invention. 

[0028] FIG. 4 illustrates the work flow process of hybrid segmentation, according to the present 

invention. 

[0029] FIG. 5 illustrates the exemplary embodiments and data flow in both central processing 

unit and child processing unit, according to the present invention. 

[0030] FIG. 6 illustrates the work flow process of media segmentation, according to the present 

invention. 

[0031] The figures constitute a part of this specification and include illustrative embodiments of 

the present invention and illustrate various objects and features thereof. Further, the figures are 
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not necessarily to scale, some features may be exaggerated to show details of particular 

components. In addition, any measurements, specifications and the like shown in the figures are 

intended to be illustrative, and not restrictive. Therefore, specific structural and functional details 

disclosed herein are not to be interpreted as limiting, but merely as a representative basis for 

teaching one skilled in the art to variously employ the present invention. 

 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION WITH REFERENCE TO THE 

ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS: 

 

[0032] The present invention will be apparent from the following detailed description, which 

proceeds with reference to the accompanying drawing, wherein the same references relate to the 

same elements.  

 

[0033] With reference to Figure 1 the method for distributed transcoding receives a source media 

which is divided into a number of media segments or sub-frames in the segmentation process 

101.  The said segments are transcoded in the transcoding process 102 in a parallel manner.  The 

transcoded segments are combined into a single final transcoded result in the combining process 

103.  The said segmentation process 101, deploys atleast one of the following three segmentation 

methods such as time-division based segmentation 201, spatial-division based segmentation 301, 

and hybrid of the above two segmentation method 401. 

 

Time-Division based Segmentation 

[0034] With reference to figure 2 the said time-division based segmentation 201 is a method that 
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divides a long source media 202 into a number of shorter media segments 203.  

[0035] In offline transcoding or a buffered live transcoding, the duration of said source media is 

known. Thus, it can be divided atleast in a binary tree manner to speed up the segmentation 

process. Segmentation at the same level processed in parallel sequence.  Suppose the time taken 

to divide a media segment into two is Ts.  The total time Tseq to divide a source media into n 

segments in a sequential manner will be 

T seq= T s(n− 1) .  

If this is processed in a binary tree manner, the total time Tbin will be 

T bin= T s× ceil ( log2(n))  

where ceil(x) returns the nearest integer larger or equal to x.  The present invention will be faster 

than conventional sequential segmentation when n ≥ 4 and the difference will increase 

dramatically as n increases.   

 

Spatial-Division based Segmentation 

[0036] According to Figure 3, the said spatial-division based segmentation 301 is preferred as 

one alternative method for segmentation process when the duration of the said source media 

cannot be easily obtained.  In the said spatial-division based segmentation the said source media 

can be divided in spatial domain.   

[0037] In one embodiment of the present invention, the video frames 302 from the said source 

media with resolution W × H pixels are divided into M × N sub-frames 303.  M and N can be any 
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positive integers.  Also the shortest side of a sub-frame should be atleast 64.  The said sub-frames 

303 are transcoded in parallel sequence.  Finally the transcoded sub-frames 304 are combined 

into a single transcoded result 305. 

Hybrid Segmentation 

[0038] With reference to figure 4, the hybrid segmentation process is one, in which the said time-

division based segmentation and the said spatial-division based segmentation collaborate at the 

same time.  The said source media 402 can be divided into atleast four media segments 403 by 

the time-division based segmentation first and then each temporal-divided media segment 403 is 

sub-divided into 2 × 2 sub-segment using spatial-division based segmentation to 404.  A total of 

16 media segments are obtained. 

[0039] The said 16 spatially divided media segments 404 are transcoded to 16 transcoded 

segments 405 in parallel sequence with 16 processing units. The transcoded segments 405 are 

first spatially combined and then temporally combined to produce final transcoded result 406.  

This process would take benefits from both methods.   

Segmentation Process 

[0040] The segmentation process of the present invention is further described using process 

flowing method, which is only illustrative in the nature and should not be construed to limit the 

scope of invention. 

 

[0041] Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the central processing unit 501 of the present invention for 

performing the segmentation process, according to embodiments of the present invention. The 

said central processing unit consists of five sub units such as source reception unit 502, 
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segmentation unit 503, transcoding unit 504, combining unit 505 and result storage unit 506. The 

source media from user or a media segment is received and stored in a source reception unit 502.  

The received segment is divided into smaller segments in a segmentation unit 503 recursively.  

The segments are parted, wherein atleast one part of the segments are sent to child processing 

unit 501a for further process and atleast one part of the segments are processed directly in 

transcoding unit 504 when either criteria 602 or 603 cannot be fulfilled. The said child 

processing unit 501a contains five sub units 502a to 506a similar to central processing unit.  The 

said transcoded segments from child processing units and transcoding units are combined in the 

said combining unit 505, and the combined result is stored in a result storage unit 506.  The 

result is passed to its parent processing unit for further combination until the final result. 

[0042] According to the present invention, the segmentation decision is self-adaptive and 

resource-aware. Only when media segment 601 is longer than a user-defined threshold 602, there 

occur idle processing units 603 in the computing farm. The said idle processing unit will be 

reserved 604 and the media segment 601 is further divided into segment A 607 and segment B 

608.  The said segment B is sent to reserved child processing unit 501a while segment A is 

processed in the same central processing unit recursively until either conditions in 601 or 602 

cannot be fulfilled.  The segment A is sent to the transcoding unit 504 in the central processing 

unit.  This algorithm will maximize the usage of the resource available in the computing farm.  

As a result, the total transcoding time can be minimized. The decision is solely made inside a 

processing unit.  No excessive communication or synchronization between different processing 

units is required.  Also, no audio-video de-multiplexing is required before segmentation.  This 

prevents the potential audio-video synchronization problem during de-multiplexing and 

multiplexing process. 

[0043] The said transcoding process takes place in the transcoding unit 504 of the processing unit 
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501 and it is obvious to the person skilled in the art so one can convert the format using his own 

method.  The transcoding process in different processing units is running in a parallel sequence 

and asynchronized manner.  The time taken by the transcoding process depends on the media 

segment length and the complexity of the target compression format.  Theoretically, the longer 

media segment, the more time is required to transcode.  As a result of the present invention, the 

total transcoding time will be minimized if the source media is divided into maximum number of 

segments under the resource constraint of the computing farm.   

[0044] Although the invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments, this 

description is not meant to be construed in a limiting sense. Various modifications of the 

disclosed embodiments, as well as alternative embodiments, will be apparent to persons skilled 

in the art. It is, therefore, contemplated that the appended claims will cover all modifications that 

fall within the true scope of the invention. 
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I/WE Claim: 

 

1. A method for distributed video transcoding comprises of: 

Segmentation process; 

Transcoding process; 

Combination process; 

 

Wherein the said segmentation process comprises of: 

Time division based segmentation; 

Spatial division based segmentation; 

Hybrid segmentation; 

 

Wherein the said time division based segmentation divides source media atleast in a 

binary tree pattern into a numerous media segments; 

 

Wherein the said spatial division based segmentation segregates the media frame into 

numerous sub-frames; 

 

Wherein the said hybrid segmentation distributes the source media by combining the said 

time-division based segmentation and the said spatial-division based segmentation 

simultaneously; 

 

Wherein the said segmentation process and the transcoding process occur in central 

processing unit and simultaneously occurs atleast in one child processing unit; 
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Wherein the said central processing unit comprises of: 

Source reception unit; 

Segmentation unit; 

Transcoding unit; 

Combining unit; and  

Result storage unit; 

 

2. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the said hybrid segmentation distributes the 

source media using atleast time division based segmentation first and then spatial division 

based segmentation and vice versa  

 

3. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the said child processing unit transcode the said 

segregated media segment to required format, whereas the child processing unit is an idle 

processing unit containing similar processing unit as the central processing unit. 

 

4. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the said sub frames are transcoded in parallel 

sequence and combine into a single transcoded output. 

 

5. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the said source reception unit receives and 

stores the said source media from external source, whereas the received source media 

segregate into numerous media segments in a recursive manner in the said segmentation 

unit. 

6. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein atleast one part of the said segregated media 

segment is transcoded to required format in the said transcoding unit. 
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7. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein atleast one part of the said segregated media 

segment is distributed to the said child processing unit simultaneously. 

8. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein atleast one transcoded media result from 

transcoding unit combines with atleast one transcoded media result from child processing 

unit in the said combining unit, whereas the said combined transcoded result is stored in 

result storage unit. 

9. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the said source media is segmented into 

numerous smaller segments, whereas the said segments are distributed to multiple 

machines to transcode them in a parallel sequence and finally produce a single transcoded 

result. 

10. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the said source media is longer than a 

predefined threshold. 

11. Method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the said transcoded format includes one or 

more changes in video compression format, video resolution, video frame rate, video data 

rate, audio compression format, audio sampling rate and audio data rate. 
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 6 
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